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In November 2019, TNC successfully closed the first batch of mergers. In dealing 
with the first batch of mergers, the base swap rate was 1 billion TNC Coins per 

company. However, for the 2nd batch of merger companies, TNC introduced a new 
swap base rate of 100 million TNC Coins — significantly lower than 1st batch’s 

allocation. 

With reference to given figures, 1 trillion TNC Coins will not be released to the 

market unconditionally. But will be released to the market in accordance to the 
merger process at a certain rate based on the merger stage. Evidently, the first five 

merger companies were given preferential treatment for trusting us in an early stage. 

 



In short, as the merger program proceeds with the newest concept of Proof-of-
Merger (POM), the TNC headquarters will also receive operational tokens at the 

same rate. 

Once the 2nd merger is performed, 1 billion swaps would be adjusted to 100 million. 

Thus, the tokens with the difference in its total supply might be burned, as much as 
the number of the 2nd mergers. The tokens held by the foundation will be burned 

equally as much as the mentioned burned amount. 

We at TNC will proceed with a new merger verification method, in which the tokens 
to be released in the market are adjusted according to the progress of the project. 

That said, we strive to complement the shortcomings of existing ICO companies and 
establish themselves as a more competitive system. 

As mentioned before, as a result of these changes, preferential treatment will be 
given to the first five merger companies. In order to proceed with the project with 

the meaning of the start of the first merger, the users of the first five companies 
and the coins held by each company have a staking treaty rather than incineration, 

so that the difference from other companies is to be made. 

Rather than no proceeding with the incineration of the currently granted TNC Coins, 
we intend to borrow a system of Proof of Stake that supports annual interest of 20% 

for the amount of coins that are staked for on year and staked monthly. 

Therefore, we aim to prevent the market overload and maintain fairness with 2nd 

and 3rd batch of mergers. TNC, which has now migrated to its mainnet coin, is ready 
to be adopted through exchanges and the novel Real Research platform.  

After 2 years of long preparation for this project, we are now trying to bring 

blockchain technology to the world as a truly decentralized system. We are currently 

preparing for listing with exchanges quickly, so look forward to it. 

 

According to above chart, the coins of users who have staked are paid sequentially 

after 12 months and receive annual interest of 20% every month. 90% of staking 
is paid interest, and 10% of unlocked coins and interest can be transferred directly 

to the exchange. 


